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Why is W3C interested in 
this area?



We know that…

• …digital publishing formats rely heavily on W3C’s 
core technologies, i.e., the Open Web Platform 
(OWP)

• (X)HTML5, CSS 3, SVG, MathML, SMIL, scripting…


• …publishing workflow systems are also moving 
towards OWP (O’Reilly’s Atlas, Chaucer, Inkling, …)


• …publishing represents one of the biggest use cases 
for the OWP after “traditional” browsers



Most of the publishing industry 
players have just been “users” of Web 

technologies



The technology evolution of the Web 
has been driven by “traditional” Web 

browsing

The specific needs and priorities of 
the publishing industry may not be 

reflected in the evolution of the Web!



There are of course some 
successes



We got some decent portability



We can produce books with nice 
graphics and with fixed layout…



…that can also adapt themselves



We got some level of vertical writing 
sorted out



But everything is not perfect…



Widow control possibilities are 
incomplete



Headers, footers, …



Headers, footers, …



We have to understand the 
requirements of various reading systems



Publishing needs advanced features

• Advanced and 
interactive graphics


• Internationalization 
(Ruby, Bopomofo, 
vertical writing,…)


• MathML

• Font management

• Fixed layout

• Audio, video

• Headers, footers, …

• Bridging on-line/off-line

• Harmonization of metadata

• Accessibility features (e.g., 

speech/braille 
publications)


• …
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Most of these are being worked on at W3C, but still 
need extra care and clear requirements!
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What can be the Role of W3C?



It is time for the Publishing Industry and 
the traditional Web community to 

cooperate in defining the Open Web 
Platform!



How to achieve that?



• Co-chaired by Markus Gylling (IDPF) and Liza Daly 
(Safari Books Online)

“The mission of the Digital Publishing Interest Group, [is to be] a 
forum for experts in the digital publishing ecosystem [to have] 
technical discussions, gather use cases and to better align existing 
formats and technologies (e.g., EPUB) with the broader Open 
Web Platform.”

Creation of a “Digital Publishing Interest 
Group”



In practice…

• The Interest Group has defined a series of Task 
Forces 

• the task forces collect use cases and requirements 

• these are, eventually, passed on to the relevant W3C groups 

(HTML, CSS, etc.)

• Reviews, from the publishers’ point of view, other 

groups’ relevant draft specifications



In practice…

• The group consists of representatives of the 
publishing industry 

• Pearson, Hachette, IDPF, Apple, Adobe, Benetech, Nokia, 

Monotype, BISG, …

• further discussions with others prospective members…


• Some IG members are also part of other W3C 
groups, working HTML, CSS, MathML, etc.



Some examples for concerns 
addressed by the W3C Group



Books that require rich media…

• Requirements:

• high quality graphics, 

video, interactive graphics

• complex layout (text 

flowing through different 
part of the page)


• user specific notes, 
bookmarks, annotations



… but with high quality aesthetics and 
ergonomics

• Requirements:

• control over headers, 

footers, running elements 

• control over widows, 

orphans, hyphenation, 
justification


• fixed or reflowable layout

• high quality graphics, both 

in terms of bitmap images 
as vector graphics


• drop caps

• font management



• The DPUB IG Layout & Styling Task Force 
addresses these fundamental rendering issues

• text flows, drop caps

• hyphenation, widow, orphan, etc., control

• video, audio

• page layout with headers, footers, running heads


• These requirements are translated into specific 
requirements to be taken up by the CSS, HTML5, 
and SVG Working Groups



STEM publishing

• Requirements:

• font management

• high quality graphics

•mathematical formulae

• extensions to HTML for 

specific content (e.g., 
chemical formulae)


• separation of “content” from 
explanations, notes, etc.


• powerful indexing, table of 
contents



• The DPUB IG Content & Markup Task Force 
identifies ways to add structural information to the 
raw content:

• terms to be indexed; sections that are used for notes, 

sidebars, explanations; accessibility information

• The DPUB IG STEM Task Force has collected a 

number of STEM specific use cases



Annotations
• Annotations belongs to the 

traditions of reading

• Annotations can be private, 

can also be shared among 
friends, colleagues, …

• classroom usage in 

education

• sharing notes among friends 

on a new publication

• Annotations can be text, 

drawings, different types of 
media



• The EPUB IG Annotation Task Force has collected 
a number of eBook specific use cases and 
requirements


• The W3C Open Annotation Community Group has 
defined a general data model for annotations


• W3C may start an Annotation Working Group to 
define a standard, interoperable environment to 
create, store, and share annotations



Search and discovery

• Information on books 
should be discoverable 
on the open Web

• basic information

• reviews


• Not only on one, 
proprietary site…



• DPUB IG Metadata Task Force looks at issues on 
making books discoverable on the Web

•what type of metadata is appropriate for, e.g., search 

engines

• how to express those

•what vocabularies to use



These are just examples!

• Lots of other issues may be discussed

• the “pain points” are numerous


• We need a larger participation of the publishing 
industry 
•W3C cannot do it all by itself!



Why this matters to you.



EPUB 3 adoption is slow



EPUB 3 adoption is slow

Chicken & egg problem persists: 

 
Not enough EPUB 3 content to support.

 
Not enough support to create EPUB 3 content.

!
!
!
Few reading systems on epubtest.org score > 75% 

http://epubtest.org


How did we end up here?



Reading systems:  
We’re lazy



Reading system developers would much 
rather differentiate on custom features 
than re-implement EPUB 3 from scratch 
each time.

!

Pushing features into the open web lets 
us get back to innovating.



Publishers:  
You’re busy



Publishers can’t invest in massive QA 
efforts just to make use of advanced 
features.

!

Advocating for adoption of web-based 
ebook standards lets you get back to 
publishing.



Towards a network of books



Towards a network of books

The most desired features require cooperation 
among reading systems, search engines, & browsers:

!

Portable annotations 
Social sharing & commentary 
Discoverability 



Towards a network of books

The most desired features require cooperation 
among reading systems, search engines, & browsers:

!

Portable annotations 
Social sharing & commentary 
Discoverability 



(Monocultures are dangerous)



What publishers can add 



What publishers can add 

What changes to HTML could 
trivially improve ebook markup?



What publishers can add 

What’s the best way to present 
textual content that promotes 
readability, comprehension, and 
retention?



What publishers can add 

What’s the best way to present 
textual content that promotes 
readability, comprehension, and 
retention?

 
What cultural traditions in reading 
and writing should be brought to the 
open web?



Help books become  
natural citizens of the open web



Properties of a naturalized OWP citizen

“The mission of the Digital Publishing Interest Group, [is to be] a 
forum for experts in the digital publishing ecosystem [to have] 
technical discussions, gather use cases and to better align existing 
formats and technologies (e.g., EPUB) with the broader Open 
Web Platform.”



bridging online and portable publishing
§  today, online and ebook publishing are separate forms 

§  typically separate channels, separate clients,  
 separate experiences 

!
§  portable document as a state, not as a form means that: 

§  an online document can change state to portable at user request 
§    ... while retaining all functionality 
§   ... the publisher can choose which of these states to enable 
§   … the user can choose whether to read in the browser  

or a dedicated Reading System   
!
!



Towards bridging online/portable 
	 some topics

1. Generic archive format for the portable state 
§  recognized and supported (read/write) by both  

  browsers and dedicated reading systems 
!

2. Linking/cross-referencing 
§   a generic, registrar-free method for cross-referencing 
§   (for the simpler cases at least) no more difficult to employ  

 than links on the web 
!
3. Annotations 
§ Travel alongside the content, fully agnostic re states and devices 
!
!



Towards bridging online/portable 
	 some topics

4. Metadata 
§ Unified using HTML-embedded metadata as the vehicle 

  (building on e.g. RDFa and schema.org) 
§  addressing both discoverability and archival purposes 
§ ... enabling both publication- and fragment-level expressions 
!
5. Security and privacy model 
§  For hire: a state-agnostic security model



Presentation Control 

§  Responsibility for layout control works the same  
 across states and devices 

§  Publisher has complete control over presentation intent:  
 100% coverage via CSS 

§  Personalization: my preferences in an envelope 

resultpublisher user



Content Protection (or not)
!
§  Users will exercise their right to read their content  
  when they want, where they want 

§  Content protection stands in the way to enable  
 true ubiquity and longevity of e-content 

§  No apparent universal solution to this problem 



Timelines
§  DPUB IG charter: September 2015 
§  steps after that currently undecided 
§  many fundamentals will remain to be designed and 
implemented 

§ Through collaboration with W3C, IDPF remains 
dedicated to providing the portable document format 
based on the Open Web Platform… 

!
Now (EPUB 3.x) and in the Future (EPUB NG) 
!



Publishing will enhance the web

• Thousands of years of experience in reading, 
comprehension, communication able to bring to bear 
on web technology


• Web just beginning to understand… 

• the aesthetics of typography that we know best

• the user requirements for engaging with long-form 

portable publications



Thank you for your attention!

http://www.w3.org/2014/Talks/0529-NYC-IH/Talk.pdf 
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